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Abstract- Chinese virus (COVID-19) is an infectious
disease caused by a new virus.
The disease causes respiratory illness (like the flu)
with symptoms such as a cough, fever, and in more
severe cases, difficulty breathing. You can protect
yourself by washing your hands frequently, avoiding
touching your face, and avoiding close contact (1
meter or 3 feet) with people who are unwell.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Pandemic – A pandemic is an Epidemic which has a
passport and can travel and speared in multiple
countries and continents. Example COVID19.
 Chinese communism a curse to humanity
With 14,87,870 confirmed cases and 88,630 deaths
due to the outbreak of chines Virus the world is
helpless and who other than the communist party of
china is responsible for this massive and devastating
outbreak which could have been controlled if the
chines government could be trusted with the facts and
figures.
Dr Li was the first whistleblower when he spoke
publicly about this he was threatened by the Chines
government and later accused of spreading false
information, finally died fighting with the Chines virus
himself.

Diagram 1.1
Source:
https://twitter.com/timesnow/status/12351756921799
27040
II.

ELABORATIVE APPROACH

 China Virus a Pandemic
Endemic – An endemic is something that belongs to
particular people or country, a constant presence in
specific locations example Malaria is an endemic to
parts of Africa.
Epidemic – An epidemic is something that belongs to
a particular people or country and the number of those
infected in that region is significantly higher than
normal. For example, when Covid19 was limited to
Wuhan China it was endemic.
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Dr Fen gave the whistle to Dr li and later spoke
publicly and is now missing.
https://www.wionews.com/world/first-chinesedoctor-to-raise-alarm-over-coronavirus-missingsince-her-now-deleted-interview-290483
If Communist party of China would have informed the
world about this Pandemic in the binging of December
when the whistleblowers were whistling hard to reach
out to the masses, many life could have been saved.

Diagram 1.2
Source:
http://www.businesskorea.co.kr/news/articleView.ht
ml?idxno=40661
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Diagram 1.3
Source:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uv0qEGGJRQY
Diagram 1.5
Source:
https://alt-right.com/2020/04/03/tuckerexposes-world-health-organization-as-china-puppet/

Diagram 1.4 Dr Fen
Source:
https://www.punjabkesari.in/international/news/docto
r-who-warned-china-went-missing-does-china-wantto-hide-the-truth-of-corona-1149978
Massive Role of World health organization in the
speared of Chinese Virus
WHO director-general Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus
is the person accountable for an epidemic converting
to pandemic, by mid-January, Chinese doctors knew
that COVID-19 was spreading between humans, but
on January 14, the WHO stated that there was “no
clear evidence of human-to-human transmission of the
novel coronavirus.
https://www.nationalreview.com/2020/04/coronaviru
s-pandemic-world-health-organization-failed/
WHO’S unconditional love for China brought the
world and the super powers to bite the dust.
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 Effect on Economy
The rout seen in the financial markets because of the
virus crisis has already wiped off equity wealth
equaling 40 per cent of the estimated size of India’s
gross domestic product (GDP) for the ongoing
financial year.
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/markets/stocks
/news/stocks-rout-wipes-off-wealth-that-equals-41of-gdp-7-times-indias-fiscal
deficit/articleshow/74788146.cms?utm_source=conte
ntofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=cpp
st

Diagram 1.6
Source:
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/company
/corporate-trends/coronavirus-concerns-india-inc-ina-cold-sweat-as-lockdown-in-chinacontinues/articleshow/73973114.cms?from=mdr
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Diagram 1.7
Source: https://tradebrains.in/indian-stock-marketcrash-2020-reasons-effects/
 Corona Virus Changing Environment #Positive
perspective
Corona has a major impact on the environment with
dramatic reduction in CO2 levels, better air quality and
animals rooming in the street freely, this is eye
opening humans must learn to coexist.
We humans should keep this in mind that we do not
own this planet but rather share it.
Environment is happy not on the plight of humans but
because they got there spaces back.

 Communist government silently takes away write
of speech.
 We do not own the Planet but share it.
 Communism is a form of dictatorship.
 In the world of cuts and wounds developing own
manufacturing sector is very important, no one is
reliable.
 Unlashing the potential of renewable energy is the
need of the hour.
 Study and research in the field of micro biology
should be promoted.
 Health sector was neglected and hence need major
reforms in it.
 Big institutions like WHO should understand there
crucial roll and treat everyone equally by avoiding
partiality.
 Human can never control the environment; they
must learn to coexist.
 Communism is curse to humanity hence the world
should adopt democracy as power when
concentrated shows the ugliest face.
 Biological weapons are the next big thereat.
 Humans need a better and concrete framework for
living.
 Leaders should be visionary, prudent and wise.
APPENDIX

Diagram 1.8
Source:
https://www.france24.com/en/20200320clearer-water-cleaner-air-the-environmental-effectsof-coronavirus
III.
 Environment
proportional.
 Communism
transparency.
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